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My Brilliant Career  

 

Adapted from the novel by Stella Miles Franklin 

 

Adapted for the stage by Christine Davey  

© December 2019 

 

Note: this adaptation is legally possible as My Brilliant Career is in the public domain. 

 

This is an ensemble piece. The actors don’t leave the stage. The actors morph in and out of 

various characters. This is a stylised theatrical reimagining of this classic Australian novel. 

Staging should be minimal and all about the story, language and the landscape evoked. 

Stella controls the action – the amount of this control and the amount of action is up to the 

production personnel. The production can utilise images as backdrops to convey intent and 

mood. For example, the image, projected onto a wall, of Stella Miles Franklin’s 

handwriting. The play can be performed with a cast of at least six. The only constant is 

Stella herself.  

 

Characters  

 

Stella Miles Franklin  – a fierce and passionate writer and adventurer 

Henry Lawson – the poet – drunk, sad, had his time 

Banjo Patterson – the poet – friendly, charming 

Vida Goldstein – the suffragette and friend to Stella – confident, fantastic 

Sybylla Melvyn – 18, high spirited, independent, bright 

Mrs Melvyn – once an aristocrat, brought down by poverty, hard work and eight children in 

quick succession  

Dick Melvyn – once a respectable farmer, now a drunk 

Gertie – Sybylla’s little sister 

Horace – Sybylla’s little brother 

Granny Bossier – rich, traditional 

Aunt Helen – sad, taut 

Harry Beecham – rich, handsome, the love interest 

Frank Hawden – pompous, annoying 

Aunt Augusta – rich, loud, amusing 

Mrs M’Swat – poor, dirty, uneducated 

Mr M’Swat – poor, dirty, uneducated 

The M’Swat children – poor and dirty 

Townspeople 

Women at church 

People on the trains 

Farmers 

Bailiff 

Priest 

Doctor at Possum Gully 

Doctor at Barney’s Gap 
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Key –  

 

Kathryn – cello/others 

Michaela – Sybylla/others 

Madeleine – Stella 

Paula – Granny/Mrs M’Swat/Collins/others 

Simon – Father/Henry/M’Swat/others 

William – Horace/Frank/doctor/priest/others 

Ross – Harry/doctor/Banjo/others 

Leanne – Gussie/Mother/Vida/girl/Leech/others 

Cindy-Lou – Gertie/Helen/others 

 

Cindy-Lou – C 

Paula – P 

William – W 

Kathryn – K 

Michaela – MI 

Madeleine – M 

Simon – S 

Ross – R 

Leanne – L 
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ACT ONE 

 

Lights up on cellist centre. Cellist plays. (This could be any musician or recording or, 

indeed, silence. The role of the cellist is as literal and lyrical accompanist to the story.) 

Stella enters, carrying her book – My Brilliant Career. Stella is older now, established, 

wearing glasses. She smiles at the cellist. Other actors enter and take up positions around 

the space. They are waiting for someone. Finally, Henry Lawson enters. Dishevelled. Dirty. 

He shuffles on, sits on a stool, looks around him. He holds a letter in his hand. An actor 

shows him a bottle. Henry shakes his head. Here they are – two literary giants either side 

of the space. Stella holds up her hand. The music stops. 

 

STELLA This is not a romance. 

 

K  No. 

 

ALL  Never. 

 

STELLA I have too often faced the music of life to the tune of hardship to waste time 

gushing over fancies and dreams. (to Henry) Hold it, Henry.  

 

P Hold it up high. 

 

HENRY (holds the letter high) A letter from the bush signed “Miles Franklin”. 

 

R Miles. 

 

C Stella. 

 

STELLA (triumphant) Me.  

 

L Once. 

 

W An age. 

 

MI So long ago. 

 

STELLA  Waiting, always, waiting for the pistol shot. Without fear of horses, cattle, 

dogs or men. 

 

K Bang! 

 

P Charge! 

 

R To the front! 

 

C To the finish line! 

 

STELLA 18 years old. Is it possible to be that young? (smiles) Uninhibited ego. Filled 

with something that’s just about to arrive. (wets her finger, holds it against 

the wind) Sou’-sou’-west. Rain holding off. Prospects excellent. Future bright. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10157313423344314&set=gm.2359668287400792&type=3&eid=ARBPxfRM78f4N9uIsDK0fjXhsTXppcgbIxrLnDkpxKCXwW8Aei6EmkYptn28OJ2N6SyvoS6tkiuDZzy0&ifg=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10157313423344314&set=gm.2359668287400792&type=3&eid=ARBPxfRM78f4N9uIsDK0fjXhsTXppcgbIxrLnDkpxKCXwW8Aei6EmkYptn28OJ2N6SyvoS6tkiuDZzy0&ifg=1
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HENRY This Franklin had written a novel, but knew nothing of publishers/ 

 

L Or editors. 

 

W Or the world at large. 

 

MI Bring her the world at large! 

 

STELLA Ha! Something tells me I’d be very good in the world at large. 

 

HENRY I hadn’t read three pages when I saw what you will no doubt see at once – that 

the story had been written by a girl.  

 

K Shocking! 

 

P Disgraceful! 

 

R Words to live by!  

 

C Words to adore! 

 

L And you saw, and you saw/ 

 

HENRY And I saw that the work was born of the bush. The descriptions of life and 

scenery came painfully real to me, and I knew that the book is true to 

Australia – the truest I ever read. I wrote to Miles Franklin, offered to pen the 

foreword to this novel should it ever make it to print/ 

 

STELLA (holds up her book) Foreword by Henry Lawson, made it right here to print! 

 

W  Incredible! 

 

MI  Remarkable! 

 

K  Outstanding! 

 

P  But Henry, oh Henry/ 

 

STELLA Henry had a crush, bless him.  

 

Pause. All look at Henry. He grabs bottle, takes a drink, then hands it back 

 

HENRY She is just a little bush girl. Just a/ 

 

STELLA  I let him down gently.  

 

R Oh no. 

 

C Don’t even think it. 
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L That’s not how it happened. 

 

STELLA Never doubt it, he drove himself to drink! 

 

HENRY (loud, to cover his shame) She has lived her book, and I feel proud of it for 

the sake of the country I came from, where people toil and suffer; where every 

second sunburnt bushman/ 

 

W And bushwoman/ 

 

HENRY Is a sympathetic humourist, with the sadness of the bush deep in his eyes/ 

 

MI And deep in her eyes/ 

 

HENRY And a brave grin for the worst of times, and where every third bushman is a 

poet, with a big heart that keeps his pockets empty. 

 

K Yet his bottle often full. 

 

P And his hand often raised/ 

 

R And his fist often clenched/ 

 

C  And his family often starving/ 

 

HENRY (can’t cope with this) The truest tale I ever read –  

 

STELLA (joyous) And every woman from Goulburn to Grassmere, Melbourne to 

Mittagong, every woman storming into this sparkling new century, waving at 

this baby nation, every woman, whether she knows it, or wants it, or dreams 

that it’s possible, every one has a purpose – to be a breathing, watching, about-

to-pounce life force, pushed on by the prize in sight, the shaking of the iron 

gates, the spirit gathering momentum in the pit of her lungs, the glowing, 

aching, almost touchable view to the stretching horizon out there in the 

distance, waiting to be caught and captured and… and… (wets finger, feels 

for the breeze) Sou’-by-sou’-west, Rain holding off. Prospects excellent. 

Future bright. Future glorious. Future brilliant. Mine. (stares defiantly at 

Henry) You are not for me, Henry. Now, yesterday, tomorrow. 

 

All look at Henry. His time is past. He’ll never be as strong as this woman. He grabs the 

bottle, gone. Music covers his exit 

 

And so, it begins. A story. All about a girl. 18 years old. Is it possible to be 

that young? (smiles) Uninhibited ego. Filled with something that’s just about 

to burst forth. If I let her. Oh, I absolutely let her. Here. Now. Always (Sybylla 

steps forward in the same pose as Stella). My Sybylla Melvyn of Possum 

Gully, New South Wales, her spirit champing at almost unbreakable fetters, 

but never in vain. (Sybylla – young, exuberant, takes up the same stance as 

Stella, pen and paper in hand) I make no apologies for being egotistical.  
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STELLA This is a journey. 

 

SYBYLLA (replicating Stella in movement) This is a journey.  

 

STELLA Step on or off when the mood takes. What matters is the/ 

 

SYBYLLA What matters is the people we meet, the places we go. 

 

STELLA (approving of her creation) Yes. That’s the ticket. 

 

L What matters is the sounds we hear/ 

 

W The scents flying in the evening breeze/  

 

STELLA What matters is that this is not, nor ever will be a romance.  

 

MI No. 

 

K Oh no. 

 

ALL Never. 

 

STELLA  I have too often faced the music of life to the tune of hardship to waste time 

gushing over/  

 

SYBYLLA Fancies and dreams.  

 

STELLA (smiles. The creation is alive) And so it begins. Possum Gully… 

 

SYBYLLA Possum Gully, near Goulburn, New South Wales. 

 

Stella straightens Sybylla’s pen over page. Stella steps back, lets Sybylla live. 

 

The first of March, 1899. My dear fellow Australians, just a few lines to tell 

you that this story is all about myself.  

 

Everyone claps and cheers and Sybylla bows. It’s her story and she’s proud of it. 

 

STELLA For no other purpose does she write it. 

 

Sybylla strides forward 

 

SYBYLLA (dramatic teenager) My sphere in life is not congenial to me. Oh, how I hate 

this living death, which is greedily devouring my youth, will sap my prime, 

and in which my old age, if I am cursed with any, will be worn away! My life 

creeps on forever through the long toil-laden days with its agonising 

monotony. 

 

ALL Awwwww! 
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P You can dive in head first as it were.  

 

R Do not fear encountering descriptions of beautiful sunsets. We/ 

 

C  Leave such foolish imagining/ 

 

L  Such frivolity to poets and painters. 

 

SYBYLLA Poor fools. Better be born anything than a poet, fearful because his soul is far 

above common mortals as mortals are above mud holes. 

 

STELLA (holds up hurt finger) Chapter one. I remember, I remember, boo hoo! Ow, 

ow! 

 

SYBYLLA (holds up hurt finger) Oh! Oh! Boo hoo, the pain, the pain!  

 

Stella guides Father into scene 

 

FATHER Come now, Daddy’s little mate isn’t going to turn to jelly, is she? I’ll tie it 

with my hanky. Hush, you’ll make old Dart buck if you kick up a row like 

that. 

 

WILLIAM whinnies like a horse. Others turn to smile in appreciation. 

 

SYBYLLA This is my first recollection of life. I was three, the majestic gum trees 

surrounding us, the sun glinting on their straight white trunks/ 

 

FATHER Falling on the fern-banked stream. An hour past noon on a long clear summer 

day.  

 

SYBYLLA On a distant part of the run, our small spread of green and brown and dirt and 

miracles where my father had come to deposit salt. I disturbed a big black 

snake curled at the butt of a tree fern. (points) “Bitey! Bitey!” 

 

K And Father came to the rescue. 

 

P Despatching the reptile with his stock-whip.  

 

R He dropped his pipe on the ferns.  

 

C She picked it up. 

 

SYBYLLA The embers burnt my little fat fists.  

 

STELLA  (screams like a baby) Waaaa! 

 

SYBYLLA (screams like a baby) Waaa! 

 

FATHER Turned to jelly. 
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SYBYLLA This is my first recollection of life. 

 

Stella guides Mother into scene. The others fall behind Mother as children.  

 

 Father was a swell in those days.  

 

W Held Bruggabrong, Bin Bin East.  

 

K And Bin Bin West. 

 

P Close on 200,000 acres.  

 

R Unlimited. 

 

C Glorious. 

 

FATHER See the potential? 

 

ALL Yes! 

 

SYBYLLA My mother, however, oh my mother was a full-fledged aristocrat. 

 

Mother gives the royal wave. 

 

MOTHER (proud) One of the Bossiers of Caddagat, numbering among their ancestry a 

pirate who pillaged England with William the Conqueror. 

 

W Dick Melvyn was renowned for hospitality. 

 

Stella nudges him towards the audience. Father shakes hands with audience members, 

welcoming, congenial, showy ‘how do you do, Dick Melvyn, pleased to meet you’. 

 

SYBYLLA Our slab house was ever full to overflowing. Doctors/ 

 

P Take three spoonfuls and see me in the morning. 

 

SYBYLLA Lawyers/ 

 

R  Litigation, my man, trust me it’s the only way. 

 

SYBYLLA Squatters/ 

 

C  And sixteen yards of bale twine, blighter tried to rob me blind! 

 

FATHER Bankers, journalists, men of all kinds crowded our well-spread board. 

 

STELLA Sybylla was the terror and amusement of all. 
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SYBYLLA I knew everyone’s business and, in flowery language, propounded 

unanswerable questions, which brought blushes to the cheeks of tough old 

wine-bibbers.  

 

STELLA Authentic record of the date when first Sybylla had a horse/ 

 

MOTHER Such record has not been kept, but by eight she was fit to ride anything. Side-

saddle, man-saddle, no-saddle, or astride were all the same to Sybylla Melvyn. 

Disgraceful! 

 

FATHER Let her alone, Lucy/  

 

MOTHER Alone? Let her alone? She should have been a boy! 

 

K Accidents had no power over her. 

 

W She came unscathed out of droves of them. 

 

SYBYLLA My brothers and sisters contracted mumps, measles, whooping-cough.  

 

MOTHER She rolled in the bed with them yet came off scot-free.  

 

STELLA She romped with dogs, climbed trees, free, glowing/ 

 

FATHER Drove the bullocks in the dray. Alone. Let her alone. She’s a glorious girl! 

 

SYBYLLA My mother trembled for my future, but Father understood. 

 

FATHER  I understood. 

 

SYBYLLA He was my hero, confidant, encyclopaedia, mate and religion till I was ten. 

 

STELLA Until then/ 

 

P Since then she has been –  

 

ALL Religionless. 

 

Stella gives Mother the bottle. Mother holds it aloft, tempting Richard to take it. 

 

MOTHER Richard Melvyn, you were a fine fellow in those days! A kind and indulgent 

parent, chivalrous husband, man full of ambition.  

 

Richard takes the bottle, scampers away 

 

Were. Such an awful sound.  

 

R  Nine summers old. 

 

SYBYLLA When my father decided he was wasting his talents/ 
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C  By keeping them rolled up in the napkin/  

 

W The napkin of an out-of-the-way place like Bruggabrong. 

 

FATHER Determined. 

 

MOTHER To take up residence in a place where he would have more scope for his 

(pause) abilities. 

 

Stella gives them suitcases, they walk around the space.  

 

FATHER Sheep are the only profitable article to have, but not here. No, no it will not 

do. 

 

MOTHER The fact of the matter. 

 

K The absolute fact of the matter. 

 

P The utter and absolute fact of the matter was/  

 

R That discontent had laid her claw-like hand upon him. 

 

STELLA On the move. Forward.  

 

SYBYLLA He gave up Bruggabrong, Bin Bin East and Bin Bin West and bought Possum 

Gully.  

 

Pause. They look around the barren landscape. 

 

Here we arrived one autumn afternoon. My first impression? Bitter 

disappointment, an impression which time has failed to wipe away. 

 

They dump suitcases in unison 

 

C Flat and monotonous. 

 

W Scrub, dirt. 

 

K Hot. 

 

P Dry. 

 

R Barren. 

 

STELLA A tinder box of dead leaves and little comfort. 

 

FATHER See the potential! 

 

ALL (angry) No. 
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	Characters
	Stella Miles Franklin  – a fierce and passionate writer and adventurer
	Henry Lawson – the poet – drunk, sad, had his time
	Banjo Patterson – the poet – friendly, charming
	Vida Goldstein – the suffragette and friend to Stella – confident, fantastic
	Sybylla Melvyn – 18, high spirited, independent, bright
	Mrs Melvyn – once an aristocrat, brought down by poverty, hard work and eight children in quick succession
	Dick Melvyn – once a respectable farmer, now a drunk
	Gertie – Sybylla’s little sister
	Horace – Sybylla’s little brother
	Granny Bossier – rich, traditional
	Aunt Helen – sad, taut
	Harry Beecham – rich, handsome, the love interest
	Frank Hawden – pompous, annoying
	Aunt Augusta – rich, loud, amusing
	Mrs M’Swat – poor, dirty, uneducated
	Mr M’Swat – poor, dirty, uneducated
	The M’Swat children – poor and dirty
	Townspeople
	Women at church
	People on the trains
	Farmers
	Bailiff
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	Doctor at Possum Gully
	Doctor at Barney’s Gap
	Key –
	Kathryn – cello/others
	Michaela – Sybylla/others
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	Paula – Granny/Mrs M’Swat/Collins/others
	Simon – Father/Henry/M’Swat/others
	William – Horace/Frank/doctor/priest/others
	Ross – Harry/doctor/Banjo/others
	Leanne – Gussie/Mother/Vida/girl/Leech/others
	Cindy-Lou – Gertie/Helen/others
	Cindy-Lou – C
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	Kathryn – K
	Michaela – MI
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	Simon – S
	Ross – R
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	ACT ONE
	Pause. All look at Henry. He grabs bottle, takes a drink, then hands it back
	Sybylla strides forward
	Stella guides Father into scene
	WILLIAM whinnies like a horse. Others turn to smile in appreciation.
	Stella guides Mother into scene. The others fall behind Mother as children.
	Father was a swell in those days.
	Mother gives the royal wave.
	Stella nudges him towards the audience. Father shakes hands with audience members,
	Stella gives them suitcases, they walk around the space.
	They dump suitcases in unison
	Home. Stella and others set up table, chairs, etc.
	Stella walks down the line being received
	Stella returns as women being received
	All react with horror.
	Stella guides Horace into scene and into milking position beside Sybylla
	Stella guides Gertie into scene and into milking position beside Sybylla
	Others moo like cows.
	All turn to mother. She is sorrowful, stoic.
	Stella gives her books and Sybylla runs through the space
	All look at mother
	They shade their eyes from the sun and weariness of their horrible life.
	They resume milking positions.
	Stella gives papers/legal documents to Father.
	Bailiff (Stella) arrives, takes Father’s watch from his wrist.
	Stella and others move bed into place.
	Beat
	Others gasp in shock.
	He laughs, pulls Gertie’s hair. Gertie screams. Sybylla throws herself on the bed and weeps.
	Music.
	All applaud. Sybylla turns and bows.
	STELLA/
	Sybylla moves absentmindedly around the space.
	SYBYLLA/
	Stella moves Doctor (R) into scene.
	Stella laughs
	Father found work.
	Stella gives letter to Mother. Stella steers Granny into the scene
	Sybylla gasps. The children giggle.
	All turn to mother. Can Sybylla go?
	All stop and look at Mother. It’s tragic, sad, an indictment on her life.
	Stella gives her a broom.
	They form a line of resistance against Sybylla.
	Stella pushes her outside. Sybylla runs. Gertie comes to her.
	Sybylla holds Gertie.
	Gertie nods.
	The soluble promise of a butterfly-natured child.
	Stella hands Sybylla a suitcase.
	Possum Gully left behind.
	Stella and others form train and passengers.
	STELLA/
	Train shudders to a halt. Sybylla gets off the train. Stella guides Frank Hawden into scene.
	Sybylla raises her hand. Stella and others set up horse and cart. Sybylla and Frank sit.
	They drive. Stella gives Sybylla an umbrella.
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	Father, Mother, Horace and Gertie move into the scene.
	She throws herself on the bed and cries. Helen enters scene.
	Helen sits beside Sybylla, and the girl throws her arms around her aunt.
	Helen breaks free of Granny.
	Music
	Stella gives Sybylla gloves.
	Sybylla attempts to get out of bed. Granny sends warning look.
	Frank enters.
	Frank gives her a bouquet of flowers. Sybylla throws them to Stella who throws them away.
	Stella hands Sybylla books, places all over the bed. She can’t seem to find enough books. Soon everyone is placing books on Sybylla’s bed. She is in a sea of books.
	Stella scrambles to find a book of poetry – Henry Lawson.
	All gasp in horror.
	Frank comes forward. Stella beckons Sybylla to escape. Sybylla runs until…
	Sybylla stops, turns to face Frank.
	SYBYLLA/
	HELEN/
	Music. Sybylla moves joyously around the space soaking it in.
	Music stops. Stella guides Harry into the scene. He carries an apple.
	Helen and Granny either side of Harry.
	Everybody cheers.
	He takes a bite, smiles, circles Stella.
	Harry smiles, walks away.
	All give three cheers.
	Helen exits, leaving Harry and Sybylla face to face.
	Harry bows, leaves in a hurry. Helen and Granny enter scene.
	Aunty, what age is Harold Beecham?
	Granny, Stella and Sybylla look at Helen. She is steel.
	Goodnight, and peaceful dreams.
	Music
	Stella gives her paper and pen.
	GERTIE/
	Stella gives Sybylla a suitcase.
	Harry arrives. Stella and others set up the sulky, Sybylla and Harry sit.
	SYBYLLA Mr Beecham.
	STELLA Eyes straight ahead.
	HARRY Miss Melvyn.
	Harry ‘giddy ups’ the horse and they are off.
	Sybylla rises.
	Sybylla rises again.
	Sybylla rises, looking around her.
	STELLA Can’t help herself. Born to it.
	Others bark.
	Stella guides Gussie into the scene.
	Stella and others set up bedroom.
	Harry smiles.
	Harold says you are the best style of girl he has ever met.
	Harry attempts to leave this awkwardness.
	Harold! (he returns)
	Gussie smiles and leaves scene.
	He rubs his stubbly chin. They laugh. Harry starts to walk away then...
	Well, come on then.
	Stella and others set up boat etc.
	They fall out of the boat and into the water
	Harry holds out his hand. Sybylla doesn’t take it. Runs away
	Sybylla grabs a book and sits as if nothing has happened. Gussie enters scene.
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	Sybylla is startled.
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	STELLA/
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	The children run and giggle.
	The children yell.
	All sit around the kitchen table. Stella gives M’Swat the newspaper.
	Sybylla can’t take it anymore – charges forward.
	Stella gives Sybylla a broom.
	The children sit in the school room.
	The children continue to squabble and raise hands as Sybylla steps forward.
	Granny steps into scene.
	Mother steps into scene.
	Music. Stella steps to Sybylla but Sybylla pulls away.
	Granny steps into scene.
	Helen steps into scene.
	Sybylla smiles. Stella nods.
	Sybylla is disintegrating. Life and work and the M’Swats continue around her.
	Mrs M’Swat lets out a primal scream to which only Sybylla and Stella respond.
	Sybylla is still in the middle of the space.
	Stella guides Doctor (C) into scene
	Pause. All turn to mother.
	Stella and others create train.
	Sybylla drops her suitcase and throws her arms around Mrs M’Swat.
	Music as the train jogs along. The train stops and Sybylla walks up the path and returns home. She stares at Mother, Father and the children – all standing in a row.
	STELLA Home.
	SYBYLLA Back at Possum Gully.
	Sybylla runs to collect her suitcase. Stella holds it back.
	Stella gives the suitcase to Gertie.
	All wave goodbye to Gertie.
	Music.
	Comes forward, past Stella – on her own now, independent of her creator.
	Music. Stella steps to Sybylla in solidarity.
	Sybylla scrubs in a daydream as others swirl around her.
	Harry walks into scene.
	They face each other.
	Harry offers his hand. Sybylla takes it.
	They both laugh.
	They stop laughing and face us. Music. They step apart.
	A chill descends. Stella shivers.
	SYBYLLA/
	Music
	Stella and Sybylla work in unison, writing together as one.
	STELLA/
	Stella gives Sybylla her copy of My Brilliant Career. Sybylla opens it, smiles.
	MUSIC
	The end





